In crowds, where scrutinizing individual facial expressions is inefficient, humans can make snap judgments about the prevailing mood by reading 'crowd emotion'. We investigated how the brain accomplishes this feat in a set of behavioural and functional magnetic resonance imaging studies. Participants were asked to either avoid or approach one of two crowds of faces presented in the left and right visual hemifields. Perception of crowd emotion was improved when crowd stimuli contained goal-congruent cues and was highly lateralized to the right hemisphere. The dorsal visual stream was preferentially activated in crowd emotion processing, with activity in the intraparietal sulcus and superior frontal gyrus predicting perceptual accuracy for crowd emotion perception, whereas activity in the fusiform cortex in the ventral stream predicted better perception of individual facial expressions. Our findings thus reveal significant behavioural differences and differential involvement of the hemispheres and the major visual streams in reading crowd versus individual face expressions.
W e routinely encounter groups of people at work, school or social gatherings. In real-life situations, we often need to make quick decisions about which group of people to approach or avoid, and the facial expressions of the group members play an important role in our judgments of their intent and predisposition. As such decisions usually need to be made rapidly in many social situations, serial scrutiny of each individual's facial expression is slow and becomes increasingly inefficient as the size of the crowd grows. Instead, extracting summary statistics (that is, the average) through a process known as ensemble coding [1] [2] [3] [4] is a more efficient way to process an array of similar objects.
A large body of evidence has shown that the visual system can rapidly extract the average of multiple stimulus features such as the orientation 5, 6 , size 7, 8 and motion direction 9 of groups of objects in an array. Ensemble coding provides precise global representation 1, 7, 8, 10 with little or no conscious perception 6, 7, [11] [12] [13] or sampling of individual members in a set 14, 15 . Recent work has further shown that ensemble coding occurs for even more complex objects, such as averaging emotion from sets of faces 2, 3, [16] [17] [18] [19] and facial identity 16, [20] [21] [22] [23] , as well as a crowd's movements 24, 25 and gaze direction 26, 27 . Face perception has great social importance because emotional expressions forecast the behavioural intentions of the expressors [28] [29] [30] and govern observers' fundamental social motivations accordingly. From a perceiver's perspective, for example, an angry face elicits an avoidance reaction while a happy face elicits an approach reaction 28, [30] [31] [32] . To date, however, empirical work undertaken on ensemble perception of faces has largely concentrated on the efficiency and the fidelity of crowd perception 2, 3, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , but not on how this process is socially relevant. To our knowledge, no studies have examined how humans make speeded social decisions about which crowd of faces to approach or avoid, based on extracted ensemble features of facial crowds (for example, crowd emotion). We often engage in such affective appraisals to enhance our social life (for example, looking for a more approachable group of people to have a chat with at a cocktail party) and, occasionally, to avoid danger (for example, rapidly inferring intent to commit violence from the facial expressions of a mob on the street to enable oneself to escape in time and seek help from another group that looks kinder).
Therefore, in the current study we aimed to characterize the behavioural and neural mechanisms of social decision-making based on rapidly extracted crowd emotion from groups of faces. Behaviourally, our goals were to examine (1) how extracting crowd emotion from two groups of faces was modulated by task demands reflecting different social motivations (approach or avoidance) and whether this processing was significantly lateralized across the visual field and (2) how the characteristics of facial crowds such as sex-linked identity cues and group size interact with the social motivations present when perceiving crowd emotion. These factors have received surprisingly little attention in the literature of ensemble perception of facial crowds, although they have been found to play a major role in affective processing elsewhere [28] [29] [30] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Neurally, our goal was to examine the brain networks and pathways mediating ensemble perception of crowd emotion and compare them to the neural processes underlying the extraction of emotion from, and choice between, two individual faces. We focused on the dorsal and ventral visual streams, predicting their preferential involvement in processing crowd and individual emotion, respectively. The magnocellular (M) and parvocellular (P) pathways project primarily, but not exclusively, to the dorsal and ventral streams, respectively 40, 41 . The dorsal M-dominant pathway is suggested to support vision for action, non-conscious vision and detection of global and low-frequency information, whereas the ventral P-dominant pathway is suggested to support vision for perception, conscious vision and analysis of local, high spatial frequency information [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . Given such distinctive properties and functions of the dorsal and ventral pathways, we hypothesized that
Differential hemispheric and visual stream contributions to ensemble coding of crowd emotion
Articles NaTure HumaN BeHavIOur decisions on rapidly extracted global information of crowd emotion may rely on dorsal pathway-dominant processing, whereas decisions that involve comparison between two individual emotional faces may rely on ventral pathway-dominant processing. We tested this hypothesis using both whole-brain and region of interest (ROI) analyses in the superior frontal gyrus (SFG) and the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), which have been implicated as conveying information via the M-pathway [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] , and the fusiform gyrus (FG), which is known to support P-pathway information 38, 56, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . Finally, we also included the amygdala as an additional ROI, given its central role in emotional processing [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] . Unlike the other ROIs (the IPS, SFG and FG), which we predicted to be selectively engaged in reading crowd versus individual emotion, we expected that the amygdala would be involved in both processes.
To accomplish our goals, we conducted a set of behavioural and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments in which participants viewed visual stimuli containing two groups of faces with varying emotional expressions (single faces were also examined for a direct comparison in the fMRI study), presented in the left and right visual hemifields. Participants were asked to choose one of the two crowds (or individual faces) as rapidly as possible, to indicate which they would avoid or approach. Unlike the estimation task in which the absolute value is judged, the answers and the ease of the decision in such a comparison task varied depending on the task goal. For example, the decision to choose to approach a happy crowd versus an emotionally neutral crowd should be quite clear and explicit. However, the same comparison (happy versus neutral) becomes more ambiguous and implicit when observers have to decide which crowd they would rather avoid. This paradigm allows us to examine the role of observers' social motivation in comparing crowd emotion and its interaction with crowd size, sex-linked identity cues and visual field of presentation.
Results
Experiment 1: behavioural study. Participants viewed two crowds of faces (Fig. 1b) -one in the left visual field (LVF) and one in the right visual field (RVF)-for 1 s. They were instructed to fixate on the centre fixation cross and to make a key press as quickly and accurately as possible to indicate which group of faces they would rather avoid (experiment 1a) or approach (experiment 1b). Rather than freely choosing, participants were explicitly informed that the correct answer was to choose the crowd that looked angrier in the avoidance task and the crowd that looked happier on average in the approach task. This allowed us to create task settings that were applicable in the naturalistic social context, by instructing participants to make relative comparisons between two crowds or faces in order to achieve the explicit social goal (for example, avoiding a more threatening crowd or approaching a friendlier crowd).
The individual faces contained in each crowd were chosen from a set of 51 faces (Fig. 1a) morphed from two highly intense, prototypical facial expressions (angry and happy) of the same person. The set contained six different identities (three male and three female faces) taken from the Ekman face set 69 . One visual field always contained a crowd with varied expressions that were nonetheless emotionally neutral on average (that is, the particular mix of happier and angrier expressions was at the midpoint between happy and angry). The other visual field contained a crowd that had a mix of expressions that was either happier or angrier on average than the neutral crowd. Individual faces all had different emotional intensities, and half of the individual faces were more intense in the neutral crowd than any expression in the emotional crowd. This is critical because it ensures that participants could not simply rely on finding the most intense (happy or angry) expression and base their decision on that face. Instead, they had to choose the crowd to approach or avoid based on the average emotion from a crowd in order to perform the task correctly. While participants reported the task as being rather difficult, they could reliably perform the task at levels well above chance. The overall accuracies for both experiments 1a and 1b were significantly higher than chance (avoidance task: 64.88 versus 50%; approach task: 63.72 versus 50%; all P values < 0.001 from separate one-sample t-tests), demonstrating that participants were able to extract the average crowd emotion from the two groups of faces and choose appropriately which group they would rather avoid or approach. Although accuracies for the avoidance task versus approach task were not significantly different (64.88 versus 63.72%, t 40 = 1.330, P = 0.191), the mean response time (RT) was significantly slower for the avoidance task than the approach task (1.17 versus 0.98 s, t 40 = 2.156, P < 0.04, Cohen's d = 0.666). We also conducted RT analyses using each participant's median RT. As for the mean RT, the median RT was significantly slower for the avoidance task than the approach task (1.16 versus 0.97 s on average: t 40 = 1.995, P < 0.05, Cohen's d = 0.632). We also confirmed that median RTs yielded the same results for all the other findings reported in this paper (see Supplementary Results). As shown in Fig. 1d , neither accuracy nor RT was affected by the size of the facial crowd (8 versus 12 faces in total) in either the avoidance task (accuracy: t 40 , suggesting that extraction of crowd emotion does not require serial processing of each individual crowd member, but is processed in parallel. As there was no effect of crowd size, we collapsed the data from the different crowd size conditions for further analyses.
Facilitation of task-congruent cues. In our morphing methods (Fig. 1a) , the emotional distance between the morphed faces could be quantified based on the arbitrary values of the emotional unit number, with 0 being emotionally ambiguous (for example, 50% happy and 50% angry), + 25 being extremely happy (100% happy) and − 25 being extremely angry (100% angry). As the neutral crowd (emotional unit of 0 on average) was always presented on one side, a positive value of emotional distance between the two crowds indicated that the other side to be compared contained a happier crowd than the neutral crowd (for example, + 9 versus 0 = very happy versus neutral, whereas + 5 versus 0 = somewhat happy versus neutral) and a negative value of emotional distance indicated that the other side contained an angrier crowd than the neutral crowd (for example, − 9 versus 0 = very angry versus neutral, whereas − 5 versus 0 = somewhat angry versus neutral). Such separation proved to be effective in systematically manipulating the difficulty of the task (Fig. 1e) . A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed a significant main effect of the emotional distance (four levels: − 9, − 5, + 5 and + 9) on performance accuracy in both the avoidance task (F 3,60 = 4.69, P < 0.01, partial eta squared, η p 2 = 0.29) and the approach task (F 3,60 = 4.644, P < 0.01, η p 2 = 0.219). Post hoc Tukey's honest significant difference (HSD) pairwise comparison tests revealed higher accuracy for an emotional distance of + 9 than + 5, as well as higher accuracy for an emotional distance of − 9 than − 5 (all P values < 0.05), suggesting that accuracy increased when the emotional distance between the two crowds being compared increased in both the avoidance and approach tasks.
Furthermore, contrast analyses also revealed that participants were more accurate for the crowd emotion that was congruent with the task goal-whether to approach or avoid. That is, participants were more accurate when comparing angry versus neutral crowds (both levels of emotional distance: − 9 and − 5) than happy versus neutral crowds (both levels of emotional distance: + 9 and + 5) during the avoidance task, which was statistically confirmed by the contrast of − 9 and − 5 versus + 9 and + 5 (t 80 = 2.37, P < 0.03). Conversely, during the approach task, participants were more accu-Articles NaTure HumaN BeHavIOur rate when comparing happy versus neutral crowds (both levels of emotional distance: + 9 and + 5) than angry versus neutral crowds (both levels of emotional distance: − 9 and − 5) (t 80 = 2.12, P < 0.04). The RTs showed similar trends towards faster RTs for comparisons involving task-congruent crowd emotion: angry versus neutral (emotional distance of − 9 and − 5) for the avoidance task and happy versus neutral (emotional distance of + 9 and + 5) for the approach task (Supplementary Result 1) . Together, these results suggest that observers were most accurate and efficient when they had to choose angrier crowds over neutral for the avoidance task and happier crowds over neutral for the approach task. Thus, it appears that motivational information systematically modulates observers' evaluation of crowd emotion.
Right hemisphere dominance for goal-relevant crowd emotion. When participants judged which crowd they would avoid (experiment 1a), choosing an angry crowd over a neutral crowd was an easier, taskcongruent decision (red frame shown in Fig. 2a ). In contrast, choosing a neutral over a happy crowd introduces ambiguity into the decision, because the neutral crowd does not contain an explicit social cue (although it is less friendly than a happy crowd, it is not angry on average; grey frame shown in Fig. 2a) . In both types of decisions, we observed right hemisphere (RH) dominance in which participants' accuracy was facilitated when the facial crowd to be chosen was presented in the LVF. Their accuracy was higher for an angry crowd presented in the LVF than the RVF when comparing an angry versus a neutral crowd. Accuracy was also higher for a 
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NaTure HumaN BeHavIOur neutral crowd presented in the LVF than the RVF when comparing a neutral versus a happy crowd during the avoidance task (Fig. 2a) . A two-way repeated measures ANOVA with two factors-the visual field of presentation (LVF versus RVF) and the emotional valence of the crowd to be chosen (angry versus neutral)-revealed a significant main effect of the visual field (F 1,20 = 6.133, P < 0.03, η p 2 = 0.235), with accuracy for LVF presentation being greater than for RVF presentation. The main effects of the emotional valence of the crowd to be chosen (F 1,20 = 0.033, P = 0.858, η p 2 = 0.002) and the interaction (F 1,20 = 0.818, P = 0.376, η p 2 = 0.039) were not significant. Post hoc Tukey's HSD pairwise comparison tests confirmed both the higher accuracy for an angry crowd in the LVF than an angry crowd in the RVF (P < 0.05) and the higher accuracy for a neutral crowd in the LVF than a neutral crowd in the RVF (P < 0.04). This result indicates hemispheric specialization for crowd emotion processing in which LVF/RH presentations are superior for crowd emotion to be chosen (an angry over a neutral crowd and a neutral over a happy crowd) for the avoidance task.
In contrast, for the approach task (experiment 1b), participants had to choose which of the two crowds they would rather approach. It is important to note that the emotional valence of the congruent social cue for the approach task is opposite to that for the avoidance task. For the approach task, choosing a happy over a neutral crowd is a task-congruent social decision (Fig. 2b) , whereas choosing a neutral over an angry crowd is a more ambiguous decision (grey frame shown in Fig. 2b ). Despite the emotional valence of a , separately plotted for when the crowd to be chosen (an angry crowd compared with a neutral crowd or a neutral crowd compared with a happy crowd) is presented in the LVF versus the RVF. As the correct answer was to choose the 'relatively angrier' crowd, participants had to choose an angry over a neutral crowd and a neutral over a happy crowd. Ekman face images used in the actual experiments are replaced in these figures due to copyright. b, Participants' accuracy for the approach task (experiment 1b), separately plotted for when the crowd to be chosen (a happy crowd compared with a neutral crowd or a neutral crowd compared with an angry crowd) is presented in the LVF versus the RVF. Note that the valence of the goal-relevant crowd emotion is switched from angry to happy in the approach task. c, Participants' accuracy in experiment 2 (the fMRI study). Accuracies for both the crowd emotion and individual emotion conditions are plotted for the LVF and RVF separately. The points in a-c represent data from individual participants, the error bars indicate the s.e.m. and the asterisks indicate statistically significant differences at P < 0.05.
NaTure HumaN BeHavIOur task-congruent social cue being flipped (for example, angry for an avoidance task and happy for an approach task), we again found a consistent pattern of hemispheric asymmetry. The participants' accuracy for crowd emotion to be chosen (a happy crowd when comparing a happy versus a neutral crowd and a neutral crowd when comparing a neutral versus an angry crowd) was facilitated when it was presented in the LVF compared with the RVF (Fig. 2b) . A two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed the significant main effect of the visual field (F 1,20 = 5.447, P < 0.05, η p 2 = 0.232), although the main effect of the emotional valence of the crowd to be chosen (happy versus neutral: F 1,20 = 0.358, P = 0.556, η p 2 = 0.019) and the interaction (F 1,20 = 0.654, P = 0.428, η p 2 = 0.035) were not significant. Post hoc Tukey's HSD pairwise comparison tests also confirmed the higher accuracy both for a happy crowd in the LVF compared with the RVF (P < 0.04) and a neutral crowd in the LVF compared with the RVF (P < 0.02). The RT results also indicated faster processing of crowds containing task-congruent cues than crowds containing task-incongruent cues, both for the avoidance and approach tasks (more details and statistics are reported in Supplementary Result 1) .
Because of the relative comparisons required in our study, in the avoidance task, a neutral crowd could be either the one to be avoided when compared with a happy crowd or the one not to be avoided when compared with an angry crowd. Similarly, in the approach task, a neutral crowd could be either the one to be approached when compared with an angry crowd or the one not to be approached when compared with a happy crowd. One could imagine that on a given trial a neutral crowd was the avoidance/approach stimulus but on the next trial it was the non-avoided/non-approached stimulus, depending on the other crowd. If participants had used different cognitive strategies for the comparisons of an angry versus a neutral crowd and a happy versus a neutral crowd within the same task, switching the response mapped to a neutral crowd from one trial to the next could significantly slow down participants' RT or impair their accuracy because of the switch cost [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] . To examine whether such previous trial interference occurred, we compared participants' RT and accuracy when the response mapped onto a neutral crowd was switched (switched trials) versus when the same type of comparison was repeated (repeated trials). We found no difference in the RT or accuracy between switch trials versus repeated trials in the avoidance task or the approach task (all P values > 0.570; more details shown in Supplementary Result 9), suggesting that the previous trial interference effects and switching costs were minimal in our task.
Together, our results are consistent with previous studies that have shown that the RH is dominant for global processing whereas the left hemisphere (LH) is dominant for local processing [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] . Furthermore, our results suggest that the RH dominance for global processing of crowd emotion is also modulated by the task goal at hand. Regardless of the actual emotional valence of the facial crowd, LVF/RH processing facilitated processing of a goal-relevant facial crowd: processing of a facial crowd that looked 'relatively angrier' was facilitated during the avoidance task, whereas processing of a facial crowd that looked 'relatively happier' was facilitated during the approach task.
Sex-specific identity cues that modulate crowd emotion perception.
Because previous findings of individual face perception have documented that female-and male-specific facial features are perceptually confounded with happy and angry expressions, respectively 33, 80 , we examined whether processing of crowd emotion was also modulated by sex-specific facial identity cues. We compared the accuracy for male and female facial crowd stimuli (illustrated in Fig. 3a ) in the avoidance and approach tasks. Figure 3b ,c shows the accuracy on the avoidance task and approach task, plotted separately by the valence of emotional face images (happy and angry) to be compared with a neutral crowd and the sex of the face images (male versus female). The two-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed that the main effects of stimulus sex (F 1,20 = 2.984, P = 0.100) and emotional valence of the face images (F 1,20 = 0.112, P = 0.741) were not significant in the avoidance task. In the approach task, the main effect of stimulus sex (F 1,20 = 4.966, P < 0.04, η p 2 = 0.199) was significant, but the main effect of emotional valence (F 1,20 = 0.588, P = 0.981) was not, with the accuracy for female crowds being greater. Importantly, we found a significant interaction between the sex and the emotion of the facial crowd both in the avoidance task (F 1,20 = 4.908, P < 0.04, η p 2 = 0.197) and the approach task (F 1,20 = 4.678, P < 0.05, η p 2 = 0.190). Post hoc Tukey's HSD pairwise comparison tests showed a higher accuracy for angry male than angry female crowds (P < 0.05) in the avoidance task and a higher accuracy for happy female than happy male crowds in the approach task (P < 0.04). These results suggest that integration of crowd emotion from emotional faces is also influenced by sex-specific identity cues.
Comparing the differing task demands for avoidance and approach, we also observed a modulation by task demands. Contrast analyses comparing the accuracy for angry males with the other three conditions (happy males, angry females and happy females) revealed that participants were most accurate when comparing an angry male crowd versus a neutral male crowd than the other three conditions during the avoidance task (t 80 = 2.119, P < 0.05), suggesting that facial anger and masculine features both conveyed threat cues and interacted to facilitate decisions to avoid a crowd. Conversely, participants were most accurate in comparing a happy female crowd versus a neutral female crowd than the other three conditions during the approach task (t 80 = 2.473, P < 0.02). Although the sex of the faces in our crowd stimuli modulated the perception of crowd emotion, we found that the sex of the participants did not influence perception of crowd emotion either in the avoidance or the approach task (Supplementary Result 2).
Reading crowd emotion from faces of different identities.
In realworld situations, compared with a laboratory, we never view one person's various emotional expressions simultaneously. Rather, we encounter groups of individuals who differ not only in their emotional expression, but also identity, age and gender cues. As a majority of the previous studies of average crowd emotion (including the main experiments in the current study, but see ref. 19 ) constructed each stimulus using faces of the same person that varied in emotionality, observers' ability to extract crowd emotion from facial expressions of the same individual versus from different individuals has not yet been directly compared. Thus, we conducted two control experiments (1a and 1b) in which two new groups of participants (n = 40 in total) were presented with crowd stimuli containing a mix of different identities (Supplementary Result 3). As in our main experiments, the task was to choose the relatively angrier crowd of the two to avoid (avoidance task; control experiment 1a) and to choose the relatively happier crowd to approach (approach task; control experiment 1b). As we report in detail in Supplementary Result 3, we replicated the results of main experiments 1a and 1b even with mixed presentation of different facial identities and with new cohorts of participants. We obtained not only similar overall accuracy and overall RT results, but also the replication of the task-goal-dependent facilitation of the accuracy and the RH dominance for crowd emotion to be chosen. These results suggest that facial identity cues do not significantly interfere with extraction of crowd emotion. They also confirm the robustness of our main findings of task-goal-dependent modulation and hemispheric asymmetry for task-congruent and task-incongruent decisions on crowd emotion.
Parallel, global processing of facial crowds (eye tracking study).
In both experiments 1a (avoidance) and 1b (approach), we found that Articles NaTure HumaN BeHavIOur presenting a larger number of faces in facial crowds (from 8 to 12 in total) did not impair participants' accuracy or slow down their RT (Fig. 1d) . Likewise, in control experiments 1a and 1b (Supplementary Result 3), we observed no set size effects on the accuracy or RT, suggesting that participants did not process each individual crowd member in a serial manner (see also Supplementary Result 8 for further analyses and discussion). However, it is still possible that a total duration of 2.5 s for the stimulus (1 s) and blank (1.5 s) presentation was sufficient for participants to saccade rapidly to only two or three faces in each visual field to make a judgment relying only on these sampled subsets. If this were the case, the flat slope between 8 and 12 faces both in the accuracy and the RT could also be observed as a result of serial processing of subsets, rather than parallel processing. To address this issue, we conducted control experiment 2 in which a new group of 18 participants performed the same avoidance task as in experiment 1a, with their eye movement monitored and restricted (fixed to the centre of the screen) throughout the experiment. We observed not only that both the accuracy and RT were comparable to our main results from experiment 1a (and control experiment 1a), but also that the effects of the set size, the emotional distance and the goal-dependent hemispheric lateralization were replicated in this control eye-tracking experiment. All the details and statistics of control experiment 2 are reported in Supplementary Result 4. These results provide evidence that extracting crowd emotion of facial groups does not necessarily require participants to make eye saccades towards a subset of individual faces. Therefore, we conclude that crowd emotion can be extracted as a whole, in a parallel manner rather than relying on serial processing of individual faces or subjects of faces in crowds.
Experiment 2: fMRI study. For the fMRI study, we scanned 30 participants, using only the avoidance task because of time and budgetary constraints. Participants were presented with stimuli containing either two facial crowds (Fig. 1b) or two single faces presented in a crowd of scrambled masks (Fig. 1c) . Participants were asked to choose rapidly which of the two facial crowds (crowd emotion condition) or which of the two single faces (individual emotion condition) they would rather avoid, using an event-related design with crowd emotion and individual faces conditions randomly intermixed (see Methods for more details). We compared the patterns of brain activation when participants chose to avoid one of two crowds or one of two individual faces. If the processing of crowd emotion relies on the same mechanism that mediates single face perception, we would observe activations of the same brain network during the processing of crowd emotion, but perhaps to a larger extent than during single face comparisons, given the greater complexity of the stimulus and difficulty of the crowd emotion task. Alternatively, if the processing of crowd emotion and individual face emotion relies on qualitatively distinct processes, specifically mediated by dorsal and ventral visual pathways as we hypothesized, we would expect to observe differential brain activations in distinct sets of brain areas in dorsal and ventral visual pathways.
Behavioural results. The participants' overall accuracy for crowd emotion condition in the fMRI study was 63.16%, which was not significantly different from that observed in experiment 1a (64.88%; t 48 = − 1.468, P = 0.149). We further confirmed that the behavioural results of the crowd emotion condition in the fMRI study replicated other behavioural results in experiment 1a and the control experiments. Participants' accuracy was higher when the emotional distance between the two crowds being compared increased, when comparing angry (task-congruent cue) versus neutral crowds compared with happy versus neutral crowds and when comparing angry male versus neutral male crowds compared with angry female versus neutral female crowds. The figures and statistical tests supporting these results are presented in Supplementary Result 5.
Critically, we again replicated the RH advantage for crowd emotion to be chosen, as in experiment 1a (Fig. 2a) and the control experiments (Supplementary Results 3 and 4). The participants' accuracy was higher when the crowd emotion to be chosen was presented in the LVF than the RVF, both for comparisons of an angry versus neutral crowd and a neutral versus happy crowd (Fig. 2c , filled bars). This was confirmed by a significant main effect of the visual field of presentation (LVF versus RVF: F 1,29 = 4.560, P < 0.05) from a two-way repeated measures ANOVA, with the accuracy for the LVF being greater than the RVF. The main effect of the emotional valence of the crowd to be chosen was not significant (angry versus neutral: F 1,29 = 1.141, P = 0.294), although the interaction was significant (F 1,29 = 9.361, P < 0.01). Post hoc Tukey's HSD pairwise comparison tests also confirmed higher accuracy for an angry crowd in the LVF than the RVF (P < 0.03) and for a neutral crowd in the LVF than the RVF (P < 0.05).
For the individual emotion condition, the overall accuracy was 65.92%, which was slightly but not significantly higher than that for crowd emotion condition (t 58 = − 1.491, P = 0.106). We also observed no difference in the RT for the crowd emotion condition versus the individual emotion condition (t 58 = 0.318, P = 0.751). Even though only two faces were presented-and thus there was no need to extract the average crowd emotion-the level of accuracy and the RT for comparing two individual faces was similar to that for comparing two facial crowds. These results confirm that the difference in our fMRI findings comparing crowd emotion versus individual emotion conditions was not due to a difference in task difficulty, but reflects qualitative differences in neural processing patterns and substrates.
Finally, we observed different patterns of hemispheric lateralization for the individual emotion condition (Fig. 2c, unfilled bars) . Unlike the crowd emotion condition showing the RH advantage regardless of the emotional valence of the crowd emotion to be 
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chosen, the individual emotion condition showed that participants' accuracy was higher when an angry face was presented in the LVF/RH and when a neutral face was presented in the RVF/LH. In addition, choosing an angry face over a neutral face was more accurate than choosing a neutral face over a happy face overall. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed that the main effect of the visual field of presentation was not significant for the individual emotion condition (F 1,29 = 1.702, P = 0.202), although the main effect of the emotional valence of the face to be chosen (angry versus neutral: F 1,29 = 18.511, P < 0.01) and the interaction (F 1,28 = 8.193, P < 0.01) were significant. Post hoc Tukey's HSD pairwise comparison tests also confirmed a higher accuracy for an angry face in the LVF than in the RVF (P < 0.05) and a higher accuracy for an angry face than a neutral face in the LVF (P < 0.05), but not in the RVF (P > 0.76). Our findings in the individual emotion condition are consistent with previous findings suggesting that affective face processing in general is right-lateralized, with more marked laterality effects for negatively valenced stimuli 35, [80] [81] [82] . Together, our behavioural data from the fMRI study replicate our main findings from experiment 1a (and other control experiments) and provide further evidence that perception of crowd emotion and individual emotion engage different patterns of hemispheric specialization.
fMRI results. Distinct neural substrates for crowd emotion versus individual emotion processing. Our main goal in the fMRI experiment was to characterize the neural substrates involved in participants' avoidance decision between two facial crowds versus those mediating decisions between two individual faces. Figure 4a shows the brain regions activated when participants were comparing two crowds (labelled in red) versus two individual faces (labelled in blue). The complete list of activations is reported in Table 1 . Using the contrast of crowd emotion condition minus individual emotion condition, we observed that comparing two facial crowds in the avoidance task showed greater cortical activations in the parietal and frontal regions along the dorsal stream (for example, the IPS, superior parietal lobule, SFG, middle frontal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus and orbitofrontal cortex) in both hemispheres. In contrast, the individual emotion condition evoked greater activation in the regions along the ventral stream (the FG, parahippocampal cortex (PHC), retrosplenial cortex and temporal pole), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)/posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (PFC). To verify the robustness of our results, we also used several different thresholding parameters (P < 0.001, uncorrected; extent, k = 5 in Supplementary Table 1 and P < 0.0005, uncorrected; k = 5 in Supplementary Table 2 ) and observed similar patterns with greater activations in the regions along the dorsal pathway for crowd emotion condition and in the regions along the ventral pathway for individual emotion condition.
We further examined responses in our regions of interest (the IPS, SFG, FG and amygdala). We chose these ROIs based on previous work showing involvement of the SFG in dorsal stream processing and its intrastream functional connectivity with the IPS [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] , work showing major involvement of the FG in ventral stream information processing 38, 56, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] and the wealth of data supporting the link between the amygdala and emotional functions in general [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] . These regions were functionally restricted based on an unbiased contrast of all the visual conditions minus the baseline (average activation of voxels) using random effects models (height: P < 0.01, uncorrected; extent: five voxels), within the anatomical label for each ROI (obtained by the anatomical parcellation of the normalized brain 83 ). As shown in Fig. 4b , we observed that both the left and right IPS and SFG showed greater activation for the crowd emotion condition than the individual emotion condition, whereas the bilateral FG showed greater activation for the individual emotion condition than the crowd emotion condition (see Supplementary Fig. 10 for a breakdown of the emotional valence for each condition as well). This observation was confirmed by paired t-tests (two-tailed), conducted separately for each ROI (crowd emotion > individual emotion: P < 0.01 for the bilateral IPS and SFG; individual emotion > crowd emotion: P < 0.01 for the bilateral FG). These results suggest that the regions in the dorsal visual pathway (for example, the IPS and SFG) and ventral visual pathway (for example, the FG) show differential responsivity to crowd emotion and individual emotion comparisons, respectively. Unlike these three ROIs, which showed selective responses to crowd emotion (IPS and SFG) and individual emotion (FG) conditions, we observed that the bilateral amygdala did not distinguish between crowd emotion and individual emotion conditions. The amygdala showed similar levels of responsivity to both conditions, which was confirmed by a nonsignificant t-test for crowd versus individual emotion conditions (two-tailed: P > 0.693). The null result for amygdala activation suggests that the differential responses of the IPS, SFG and FG observed here are pathway specific.
Furthermore, we found that the activity in these ROIs differentially predicted the participants' behavioural accuracy for the crowd emotion and individual emotion conditions. As shown in Fig. 4c , the responses of the bilateral IPS and the right SFG positively correlated with participants' accuracy for the crowd emotion condition (left IPS: coefficient of correlation (r) = 0.424, P < 0.01; right IPS: r = 0.462, P < 0.01; left SFG: r = 0.337, P = 0.069; right SFG: r = 0.454, P < 0.02), whereas the activity of the bilateral FG positively correlated with the accuracy for the individual emotion condition (left FG: r = 0.568, P < 0.01; right FG: r = 0.498, P < 0.01). However, we did not find any significant correlation between participants' amygdala activity and behavioural accuracy for crowd emotion condition (left amygdala: r = 0.266, P = 0.155; right amygdala: r = 0.192, P = 0.310) or individual emotion condition (left amygdala: r = 0.133, P = 0.482; right amygdala: r = 0.254, P = 0.176). Together, our fMRI results provide evidence for differential contributions of the dorsal and ventral visual pathways to crowd emotion and individual emotion processing, respectively.
Finally, we verified that our ROIs are the regions selectively engaged in M-pathway (IPS and SFG) and P-pathway (FG) processing by conducting a pilot study using functional localizer scans for M-pathway and P-pathway regions (Supplementary Result 7). In this pilot study, we used non-face stimuli, sinusoidal counter-phase flickering gratings biased to engage the M-pathway (a low-luminance contrast, varying grey-on-grey grating with a low spatial frequency and a 15 Hz flicker) and P-pathway (an isoluminant, high colour-contrast red-green grating with a high spatial frequency and a slow 5 Hz flicker), following the methods described by Denison et al. 84 . These types of stimuli have been known to selectively bias M-pathway and P-pathway processing in previous studies using object, letter, scene and face stimuli 44, 45, 50, [84] [85] [86] [87] . Although different types of stimuli and different cohorts of participants were employed, the localizer scans showed activations in foci adjacent to and overlapping with our ROIs, including the bilateral IPS and SFG activated by M-pathway stimuli and the bilateral FG activated by P-pathway stimuli.
Brain activations for comparing angry versus neutral crowds and neutral versus happy crowds. Our secondary interest was to examine the different patterns of brain activation when participants had to choose an angry over a neutral crowd (obvious and task-congruent comparison) versus choosing a neutral crowd over a happy crowd (less-obvious comparison). As shown in Fig. 5a , we found greater activations evoked by the avoidance comparison between an angry versus a neutral crowd in the brain areas along the dorsal visual pathway (the SFG, middle frontal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, supplementary motor area and orbitofrontal cortex), the ventrolateral PFC, PCC, amygdala and PHC in the RH, and the left superior parietal lobule (Fig. 5a) . Overall, many of these regions overlapped Articles NaTure HumaN BeHavIOur with the areas showing preference for crowd emotion over individual emotion processing (Fig. 4a and Table 1 ), suggesting that taskcongruent decision is dominant in the crowd emotion processing of these dorsal pathway regions. For the avoidance comparison between a neutral versus a happy crowd, we observed greater activations in the bilateral middle temporal gyrus and the SFG, superior temporal sulcus, PCC, PHC, ACC and medial PFC in the LH. Some of these areas, including the middle temporal gyrus, PCC and ACC, are also known to be engaged in emotional conflict resolution, coupled with the dorsolateral PFC, which is responsible for integration of emotional and affective processes [88] [89] [90] . Thus, this result suggests that choosing a neutral versus a happy crowd as a relative option to be avoided may engage an additional control mechanism. The control mechanism in these areas appears to be responsible for resolution of possible emotional conflict between the task goal (for example, avoidance) and the motivational value elicited by a happy facial crowd (for example, approach). The complete list of the brain activations in Fig. 5a is shown in Supplementary  Table 3 . Finally, comparing an angry versus a neutral face evoked greater activation in brain areas, including the bilateral angular gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, PHC, PCC/precuneus, right temporal pole, PFC and orbitofrontal cortex, whereas comparing a neutral versus a happy face evoked greater activation in areas including the left inferior frontal gyrus, insula, temporal pole and supplementary motor area (shown in Fig. 5b) . A complete list of the brain activations in Fig. 5b is shown in Supplementary Table 4 .
Discussion
The goal of this study was to characterize the functional and neural mechanisms that support crowd emotion processing. There were four main findings: (1) goal-dependent hemispheric asymmetry for crowd emotion processing, in which presenting a facial crowd to be chosen (for example, either an angry or a neutral crowd for the avoidance task and either a happy or a neutral crowd for the respectively. a, The brain areas that showed greater activation when participants were making avoidance decisions by comparing two crowds are shown in red and the brain areas that showed greater activation when participants compared two single faces are shown in blue. The activations were thresholded at P < 0.05, family-wise error-corrected. The complete list of activations is labelled and reported in Table 1 and the results of the same contrasts at different thresholds are reported in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 . ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; FG, fusiform gyrus; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; PHC, parahippocampal cortex; PC, precuneus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; RSC, retrosplenial cortex; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; SMA, supplementary motor area; SPL, superior parietal lobule; TP, temporal pole; vmPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex. b, Percent signal change in the ROIs (the bilateral IPS, SFG, FG and amygdala) when participants were making avoidance decisions by comparing two crowds (pink and red bars for the LH and RH, respectively) and two single faces (light and dark blue bars for the LH and RH, respectively). The points represent data from individual participants. NS, not significant. The error bars indicate the standard error of the mean (s.e.m.) and the asterisks represent P < 0.05. c, Correlation between the percent signal change and the participants' accuracy for the crowd emotion condition (pink and red dots for the LH and RH, respectively) and the individual emotion condition (light and dark blue dots for the LH and RH, respectively), with overlaid linear regression lines in the same colours. The thick regression lines indicate statistically significant correlations (at P < 0.05) between the individual participants' accuracy and the percent signal change of each ROI.
Articles NaTure HumaN BeHavIOur approach task) in the LVF/RH facilitated participants' accuracy, (2) higher accuracy overall in identifying facial crowds containing task-congruent crowd emotion (for example, angry crowd to avoid or happy crowd to approach), (3) higher accuracy when sex-linked identity cues were congruent with the task goal (for example, angry male crowds to avoid and happy female crowds to approach) and (4) a preferentially activated dorsal visual stream in crowd emotion processing, with the IPS and SFG predicting behavioural crowd emo- The activations were thresholded at P < 0.05, family-wise error-corrected. An en rule indicates that this cluster is part of a larger cluster immediately above. The goal-dependent modulation of crowd emotion processing suggests that the mechanism underlying the reading of crowd emotion is highly flexible and adaptive, allowing perceivers to focus most keenly on desired outcomes in dynamic social contexts (for example, to avoid unfriendly crowds or to approach friendly ones). Neither the stimulus display nor the response characteristics changed between avoidance and approach tasks: the only difference was the decision (approach or avoid) that was mapped to the response. The same visual stimuli containing facial crowds appeared to be biased differently depending on whether the task goal was to avoid or to approach. Stimulus gender also interacted with the processing of crowd emotion in a manner relevant to the current goal. Such visual integration of compound social cues (for example, gender, emotion, race, eye gaze, body language, and so on) has been well incorporated into the theories of mechanisms underlying single face perception 91 . However, the roles of these compound social cues in ensemble coding of facial crowds have not been examined. The current study provides evidence that intrinsic (social motivation shaped by the task instruction in this study) and extrinsic factors (for example, emotional expressions and the sex of the individuals in the crowds) also mutually facilitate the reading of crowd emotion in a manner that is functionally related to the task at hand. Future studies will be needed to further explore how other relevant information about environment and context modulates perception of crowd emotion and individual emotion differently and how perceived crowd and individual emotion yield different emotional intensity and confidence of observers in order to initiate an appropriate social response toward it.
Our findings also provide evidence that the processing that supports social decisions on crowd emotions is highly lateralized in a manner that is relevant to the current task goal. Lateralized behavioural responses provide an opportunity to study the hemispheric asymmetries that enable cognitive functions. This hemispheric asymmetry enables flexible and adaptive processing optimized for the current task goal in dynamic environments 92 , supporting the selection of appropriate-and inhibition of inappropriateresponses 93 . This is particularly useful when a large number of complex stimuli (such as a crowd of emotional faces) and competing cognitive goals tax the processing capacity of the visual system, as was the case in our task. The pattern of hemispheric lateralization in affective processing has been traditionally thought to rely on emotional valence 35, 94 , with aversive or negative stimuli lateralized to the RH and positive, approach-evoking stimuli lateralized to the LH. However, we instead found that the lateralization effects in crowd emotion processing are goal dependent, rather than being driven purely by stimulus valence. Our findings demonstrate that the same emotional stimuli can be biased differently in the RH and LH, depending on the task goal and observer's intent. Specifically, the current task goal (approach or avoidance) biased processing such that the LVF/RH was superior for recognizing a 'relatively angrier' facial crowd during the avoidance task and for processing a 'relatively happier' facial crowd during the approach task. Since the task-relevant emotions were anger and happiness for the avoidance and approach tasks, respectively, our results suggest that global processing of ensemble face emotion most strongly engages the RH in general, consistent with a popular concept of the dominant role of RH in global processing [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] . Unlike the crowd emotion condition, however, we observed a RH advantage for an angry face and a LH advantage for a neutral face. This also conforms to the traditional framework of single face processing, with RH preference for aversive or negative face stimuli and LH preference for positive, approach-evoking stimuli 31, 35, 82, 95 . Together, our data suggest that reading crowd emotion and single face emotion leads to different patterns of hemispheric lateralization, with crowd emotion processing showing flexible modulation of the RH dominance depending on the task goal, rather than being based purely on stimulus valence.
It is worth noting that the inference should be made very carefully from the divided visual field paradigm because it is a relatively indirect approach to localizing hemispheres with cognitive functions 96 .
In particular, the interpretation of the results becomes very difficult when participants shift their gaze. To ensure that participants did not move their eyes while they performed the current task, we explicitly instructed participants to initiate each trial only after they fixated the central fixation cross. Moreover, we verified from the a, Brain areas that showed greater activation when participants were making avoidance decisions by comparing an angry crowd versus a neutral crowd (red labels) and brain areas that showed greater activation when participants compared a neutral crowd versus a happy crowd (blue labels). b, Brain areas that showed greater activation when participants were making avoidance decisions by comparing an angry face versus a neutral face (orange labels) and brain areas that showed greater activation when participants compared a neutral face versus a happy face (cyan labels). ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; AG, angular gyrus; dPCC, dorsal posterior cingulate cortex; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; PC, precuneus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; PFC, prefrontal cortex; PHC, parahippocampal cortex; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; SMA, supplementary motor area; SPL, superior parietal lobule; STS, superior temporal gyrus; TP, temporal pole; vlPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.
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NaTure HumaN BeHavIOur control eye-tracking experiment (control experiment 2) that we could replicate our results from the main experiments (1a and 2) when participants' eye movements were monitored and restricted (Supplementary Result 4) . Finally, we also replicated this hemispheric lateralization for crowd emotion processing in all the main and control experiments (see Supplementary Result 6). Therefore, we conclude that our results are robust to confounding factors such as variability in facial stimuli, differences in experimental settings (behavioural, eye-tracking and fMRI), and participants' eye movements and variability across different cohorts of participants. For a given pair of facial crowds to be compared in our study, participants were asked to choose which one of the two should be avoided (avoidance task) or approached (approach task) relatively more. Although both an angry crowd compared with a neutral crowd and a neutral crowd compared with a happy crowd showed a RH advantage during the avoidance task, these two different types of comparisons may have yielded a different amount of emotional ambiguity and task difficulty. In our fMRI study, we found greater activations evoked by goal-congruent comparison (an angry versus a neutral crowd) in the brain areas along the dorsal visual pathway (the SFG, middle frontal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, supplementary motor area and orbitofrontal cortex), as well as in the ventrolateral PFC, PCC, amygdala and PHC in the RH, and in the left superior parietal lobule. This result suggests that task-congruent decisions may occur predominantly in the crowd emotion processing of these dorsal pathway regions, with the RH more pronounced. However, when comparing a neutral versus a happy crowd, we observed greater activations in the bilateral middle temporal gyrus and the left SFG, superior temporal sulcus, PCC, PHC, ACC and medial PFC. The middle temporal gyrus, PCC and ACC are known to be engaged in emotional conflict resolution, coupled with the dorsolateral PFC, which is responsible for integration of emotional and affective processes 19, 88, 89 . When a goal-incongruent emotional stimulus interferes with a goal-congruent emotional stimulus, emotional conflict occurs 97 . Thus, this finding suggests that choosing a neutral over a happy crowd during the avoidance task may involve an emotional conflict control mechanism 98, 99 in which possible interference by a goal-incongruent facial crowd (for example, a happy crowd) is suppressed and the ambiguity of a neutral crowd is resolved as a relatively better option for the avoidance decision.
Different patterns of hemispheric lateralization for the crowd emotion versus individual emotion processing suggest that they may rely on qualitatively distinct systems. Much behavioural evidence has been accumulated supporting this notion 6, 7, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] 21, [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] (but see ref. 105 ), although only a few recent fMRI studies have compared the neural representations of ensemble coding and individual processing [106] [107] [108] . Cant and Xu 106, 107 showed that the parahippocampal place area and lateral occipital cortex were preferentially engaged in texture perception and object processing, respectively, and Huis In 't Veld and de Gelder 108 showed greater anticipatory and action preparation activity in areas including the inferior parietal lobule, superior parietal lobule, SFG and premotor cortex for interactive body movement in a group of panicked people compared with an unrelated movement of individuals. However, unlike previous work that used stimuli of simple texture patches and objects 106, 107 or removed the information about facial expressions of people from their blurred video clips 108 , the current study examined the distinct neutral substrates underlying the processing of facial crowds with varying emotional expressions compared with the processing of individual emotion expressions, providing evidence for distinct mechanisms supporting them.
The benefit of having distinct systems for ensemble coding and individual object processing is that these two processes can serve complementary functions. Global information extracted via ensemble coding influences the processing of individual objects in many different ways. Because ensemble coding compresses the properties of multiple objects into a compact description with a higher level of abstraction 109 , it allows observers to surmount the severe limitations on individual object processing [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] imposed by attention or working memory [115] [116] [117] [118] . Furthermore, the global information of ensembles allows for an initial, rough analysis of visual inputs, which then biases and facilitates the processing of individual objects 109, 110, 114, 119 . For example, extracted ensemble representation influences individual object processing by guiding the detection of outliers in a set (for example, a pop-out visual search 109, 119 ), facilitating the selection of an individual object at the centre location of a set 114 and biasing memory for individual objects towards the global mean 120 . Our results from the whole-brain and the ROI analyses support our hypothesis that the dorsal visual stream contributes to global processing for crowd emotion extraction, whereas the ventral visual stream contributes more to object-based (local) processing of emotion in individual faces.
Processing of crowd emotion appears to be achieved in a global, parallel fashion, rather than serially for the following reasons. First, we found that the RTs for the crowd emotion condition were equivalent to those for the individual emotion, despite the many more faces that needed to be processed in the crowd condition compared with the individual face condition (see Supplementary Result 8) . Second, simply sampling any one or two individual faces from each crowd in our stimuli would have led to the chance level of accuracy, because half of the individual members in the neutral crowd were always more intense than half of the angry crowd in our stimuli. Thus, sampling faces with an extreme emotional expression would not explain our findings. Third, the participants were equally accurate and fast when they viewed the facial crowds containing 8 faces or 12 faces. Finally, fixating eyes to the centre did not impair participants' accuracy or RT for extracting crowd emotion, indicating that making saccades towards individual faces in the crowd to foveate them is not essential to effectively evaluate crowd emotion in our task. Therefore, we suggest that extracting crowd emotion relies on a parallel, global process, rather than on sequential sampling of individual members 105 . In various feature dimensions, the notion of global averaging has been previously tested, using empirical approaches showing that multiple stimuli were integrated 22 , ideal observer analysis 3, 15 , equivalent noise 26 or general linear modelling 17 . Consistent with this previous work, the current findings suggest that people average different facial expressions to make social decisions about facial crowds and that such ensemble coding of crowds of faces is achieved via a mechanism distinct from that supporting individual object processing.
To conclude, we report evidence for distinct mechanisms dedicated to processing crowd emotion and individual face emotion, which are biased towards different visual streams (dorsal versus ventral) and show different patterns of hemispheric lateralization. The differential engagement of the dorsal stream regions and the complementary functions of the LH and RH both suggest that processing of crowd emotion is specialized for action execution that is highly flexible and goal driven, allowing us to trigger a rapid and appropriate reaction to our social environment. Furthermore, we have shown that observers' goals-to avoid or approach-can exert powerful influences on the perception accuracy of crowd emotion, highlighting the importance of understanding the interplay of ensemble coding of crowd emotion and social vision.
methods

Participants.
A total of 42 undergraduate students participated in experiment 1: 21 subjects (12 female) participated in the avoidance task (experiment 1a) and a different cohort of 21 participants (11 female) participated in the approach task (experiment 1b). A power analysis 121 based on a pilot run of this experiment with four subjects indicated that 21 subjects was sufficient to achieve at least 80% power. No subjects were excluded from the behavioural data analysis. A new group of 32 (18 female) undergraduate students participated in experiment 2. Two participants Articles NaTure HumaN BeHavIOur were excluded from further analyses because they made too many late responses (for example, their RTs were longer than 2.5 s). Thus, the behavioural and fMRI analyses for experiment 2 were performed with a sample of 30 participants. All the participants had normal colour vision and normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Informed written consent was obtained according to the procedures of the Institutional Review Board at the Pennsylvania State University. The participants received monetary compensation or a course credit.
Apparatus and stimuli. Stimuli were generated using MATLAB and the Psychophysics Toolbox 122, 123 . In each crowd stimulus (Fig. 1a) , either four or six morphed faces were randomly positioned in each visual field (right and left) on a grey background. Therefore, our facial crowd stimuli comprised either 8 or 12 faces. We used face-morphing software (Norrkross MorphX version 2.14; www. norrkross.com/software/morphx/morphx.php) to create a set of 51 morphed faces from two highly intense, prototypical facial expressions of the same person for a set of six different identities (three male and three female faces), taken from the Ekman face set 69 . The morphed face images were controlled for luminance, and the emotional expression of the faces ranged from happy to angry (Fig. 1a) , with 0 emotional units being neutral (a morph of 50% happy and 50% angry), + 25 emotional units being the happiest (100% happy) and − 25 emotional units being the angriest (100% angry). As the morphed face images were linearly interpolated (in 2% increments) between two extreme faces, they were separated from one another by emotional units of intensity such that face 1 was one emotional unit happier than face 2, and so on. Therefore, the larger the separation between any two morphed faces in emotional units, the easier it was to discriminate between them. Such a morphing approach was adapted from previous studies on ensemble coding of faces 16 . Since the previous literature on averaging of other visual features showed that the range of variation is an important determinant of averaging performance (for example, size or hue 124, 125 ), we kept the range of faces the same (that is, 18 emotional units) across the two set sizes. This number of emotional units was determined from initial pilot work to ensure that each individual face was distinguishable from the others in the range and that the task was not so easy as to produce accuracy ceiling effects. One of the two crowds in either the LVF or RVF always had a mean value of 0 emotional units, which was neutral on average, and the other had an emotional mean of + 9 (very happy; morphing of angry 32% and happy 68%), + 5 (somewhat happy; morphing of angry 40% and happy 60%), − 9 (very angry; morphing of angry 68% and happy 32%) or − 5 (somewhat angry; morphing of angry 60% and happy 40%). Thus, the sign of such offset between the emotional and neutral crowds in emotional units indicates the valence of the emotional crowd compared with the neutral. The positive values indicate a more positive (happier) crowd emotion compared with the neutral and the negative values indicate a more negative (angrier) mean emotion.
To avoid the possibility that participants simply sampled one or two single faces from each set and compared them to perform the crowd emotion task, we ensured that 50% of the individual faces in the neutral set were more expressive than 50% of the individual faces in the emotional sets to be compared. For example, half of the members of the neutral set were angrier than half of the members of the angry crowd. This manipulation allowed us to assess whether participants used such a sampling strategy 105 rather than extracting an average, because sampling one or two members in a set would yield 50% accuracy in this setting.
Stimuli for the individual emotion condition ( Fig. 1c; only included in the fMRI study) comprised one emotional face (either angry or happy) and one neutral face from the same set of morphed face images randomly positioned in the same invisible frame surrounding the crowd stimuli in each visual field. The offsets between the emotional and neutral faces remained the same as those in the facial crowd stimuli. To ensure that the difference was not due to the confound of simply having more 'stuff ' in the crowd emotion condition compared with the individual emotion condition, we included scrambled faces in the individual emotion condition so that the same number of face-like blobs were presented as in the crowd emotion condition. This ensured that any differences are not due to low-level visual differences in the stimulus displays, but rather to how many resolvable emotional faces participants had to discriminate on each trial (2 versus 8 or 12).
In one half of the trials, the emotional stimulus (that is, happy or angry: ± 5 or ± 9 emotional units away from the mean) was presented in the LVF and the neutral stimulus was presented in the RVF, and this was switched for the other half of the trials. Each face image subtended 2° × 2° of the visual angle, and face images were randomly positioned within an invisible frame subtending 13.29° × 18.29°, each in the LVF and RVF. The distance between the proximal edges of the invisible frames in LVF and RVF was 3.70°.
Procedure. Participants in experiment 1 sat in a chair in individual cubicles 61 cm away from a computer with a 48 cm diagonal screen (refresh rate = 60 Hz). Participants in experiment 2 were presented with the stimuli rear-projected onto a mirror attached to a 64-channel head coil in the fMRI scanner. Figure 1b illustrates a sample trial of the experiment. Participants were presented with visual stimuli for 1 s, followed by a blank screen for 1.5 s. The participants were instructed to make a key press as soon as possible to indicate which of the two crowds of faces or two single faces on the left or right they would rather avoid (experiment 1a and experiment 2) or approach (experiment 1b). Participants pressed the 'f ' key when choosing the LVF and 'j' key when choosing the RVF in the behavioural experiments (1a and 1b). In the fMRI scanner experiment (2), they pressed the '1' key for the LVF and the '4' key for the RVF using a button box. They used both left and right index fingers. Key-response assignment was not counterbalanced to maintain the automatic and consistent stimulus-response compatibility 126 (left key for the LVF and right key for the RVF). They were explicitly informed that the correct answer was to choose either the crowd or the face showing a more negative (for example, angrier) emotion for the avoidance task and a more positive (for example, happier) emotion for the approach task. Responses that were made after 2.5 s were considered late and excluded from the data analyses. Feedback for correct, incorrect or late responses was provided after each response. Before the experiment session began, participants were provided with 20 practice trials that were conceptually identical to the actual trials.
In experiment 1, half of the participants performed the avoidance task and the other half performed the approach task. Experiment 1 had a 4 (emotional distance between facial crowds: − 9, − 5, + 5 or + 9) × 2 (visual field of presentation: LVF or RVF) × 2 (set size: 4 or 6 faces in each visual field) design, and the sequence of a total of 320 trials (20 repetitions per condition) was randomized. In experiment 2 (fMRI), all the participants performed the avoidance task. Because we needed more trials for statistical power for the fMRI data analyses and we observed no effect by the number of crowd members on crowd emotion perception ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ), we only used crowd stimuli containing 4 faces in experiment 2. Thus, experiment 2 had a 2 (stimulus type: crowd or individual) × 4 (emotional distance) × 2 (visual field of presentation) design and 112 additional null trials (background trial without visual stimulation). The sequence of a total of 624 trials including 512 experimental trials (32 repetitions per condition) and 112 null trials was optimized for haemodynamic response estimation efficiency using the optseq2 software (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/optseq/).
fMRI data acquisition and analysis. The fMRI images of brain activity were acquired using a 3T scanner (Magnetom Prisma; Siemens) located at the Pennsylvania State University Social, Life, and Engineering Sciences Imaging Center. High-resolution anatomical MRI data were acquired using T1-weighted images for the reconstruction of each subject's cortical surface (repetition time = 2,300 ms, echo time = 2.28 ms, flip angle = 8°, field of view = 256 × 256 mm 2 , slice thickness = 1 mm, sagittal orientation). The functional scans were acquired using gradient-echo echo-planar imaging with a repetition time of 2,000 ms, an echo time of 28ms, a flip angle of 52° and 64 interleaved slices (3 × 3 × 2 mm). Scanning parameters were optimized by manual shimming of the gradients to fit the brain anatomy of each subject, and tilting the slice prescription anteriorly 20-30° up from the anterior commissure-posterior commissure line, as described in previous studies 44, 127, 128 to improve the signal and minimize susceptibility artefacts in the brain regions including the orbitofrontal cortex and amygdala 129 . We acquired 780 functional volumes per subject in four functional runs, each lasting 6.5 min.
The acquired fMRI mages were pre-processed using SPM8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurolgy).
The functional images were corrected for differences in slice timing, realigned, corrected for movement-related artefacts, co-registered with each participant's anatomical data, normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute template and spatially smoothed using an isotropic 8 mm full width half-maximum Gaussian kernel. Outliers due to movement or signal from preprocessed files, using thresholds of 3 standard deviations from the mean, 0.75 mm for translation and 0.02 radians rotation, were removed from the data sets using the ArtRepair software 130 . Subject-specific contrasts were estimated using a fixed-effects model. These contrast images were used to obtain subject-specific estimates for each effect. For group analyses, these estimates were then entered into a second-level analysis treating participants as a random effect, using one-sample t-tests at each voxel. Six contrasts of interest were used: (1) crowd emotion minus individual emotion, (2) individual emotion minus crowd emotion, (3) angry crowd minus happy crowd, (4) happy crowd minus angry crowd, (5) angry individual minus happy individual and (6) happy individual minus angry individual. These contrasts were thresholded at P < 0.05 (family-wise error whole-brain corrected) and a minimum cluster size of five voxels. For visualization and anatomical labelling purposes, all group contrast images were overlaid onto the inflated group average brain using two-dimensional surface alignment techniques implemented in FreeSurfer 131 .
For the ROI analyses, we extracted the blood-oxygen-level dependent activity from the bilateral IPS, SFG, FG and amygdala. We defined a separate contrast between all the visual stimulation trials (all trials containing stimuli) versus background (null trials). From this contrast, we localized each of the ROIs based on the peak activation within the anatomical label obtained by the anatomical parcellation of the normalized brain ). Moreover, the coordinate for the right . The beta weights were extracted for crowd emotion and individual emotion conditions using the rfxplot toolbox (http://rfxplot.sourceforge.net) for SPM. We defined a 6 mm sphere around the x, y, z coordinate for each of our ROIs. Using the rfxplot toolbox in SPM 8, we extracted all the voxels from each individual participant's functional data within that sphere. To achieve our main goal of mapping out the brain regions that are preferentially engaged in crowd emotion processing versus individual emotion processing, we collapsed the four different levels of emotional distance (− 9, − 5, + 5 and + 9) and the two levels of visual field of presentation (LVF and RVF). On the extracted beta estimates for the two main conditions (crowd emotion and individual emotion) from each of the ROIs, we conducted paired t-tests to compare the percent signal change between the crowd emotion versus individual emotion conditions and the correlation analyses to examine the relationship with the behavioural accuracy measurements. In Supplementary Fig. 10 , we also report the beta estimates from the breakdown of the emotional valence for crowd emotion and individual emotion conditions (four conditions in total: angry crowd, happy crowd, angry individual and happy individual). Life Sciences Reporting Summary Nature Research wishes to improve the reproducibility of the work that we publish. This form is intended for publication with all accepted life science papers and provides structure for consistency and transparency in reporting. Every life science submission will use this form; some list items might not apply to an individual manuscript, but all fields must be completed for clarity.
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` Experimental design
Sample size
Describe how sample size was determined. Sample size was initially determined based on pilot studies using the same experimental design. A power analysis (N*) based on the pilot run of this experiment with four subjects indicated that 21 subjects were enough to achieve at least 80% power.
Data exclusions
Describe any data exclusions. No subjects were excluded from the behavioral data analysis. For fMRI study, two participants were excluded from further analyses because they made too many late responses (e.g., RTs longer than 2.5s).
Replication
Describe whether the experimental findings were reliably reproduced.
We provided details on all the replicated findings in the supplementary results.
Randomization
Describe how samples/organisms/participants were allocated into experimental groups.
We used within-subject design. Because within-subject design was used, no group allocation was needed. The sequence of experimental trials was randomized for each individual subject.
Blinding
Describe whether the investigators were blinded to group allocation during data collection and/or analysis.
Investigators were blinded to the randomization of the experimental sequence until the data collection was finished.
Note: all studies involving animals and/or human research participants must disclose whether blinding and randomization were used.
Statistical parameters
For all figures and tables that use statistical methods, confirm that the following items are present in relevant figure legends (or in the Methods section if additional space is needed).
n/a Confirmed
The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement (animals, litters, cultures, etc.)
A description of how samples were collected, noting whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly A statement indicating how many times each experiment was replicated
The statistical test(s) used and whether they are one-or two-sided (note: only common tests should be described solely by name; more complex techniques should be described in the Methods section)
A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as an adjustment for multiple comparisons
The test results (e.g. P values) given as exact values whenever possible and with confidence intervals noted A clear description of statistics including central tendency (e.g. median, mean) and variation (e.g. standard deviation, interquartile range)
Clearly defined error bars
See the web collection on statistics for biologists for further resources and guidance.
7. Normalization a. If data were normalized/standardized, describe the approach(es).
Functional and anatomical images were normalized into standard space using the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)-152 template. The SPM software used the normalization procedure to minimize the differences between an image and a MNI template space using a linear, affine transformations (3 translations, 3 rotations, 3 zooms, and 3 shears), then a nonlinear transformations (deformation fields).
b. Describe the template used for normalization/ transformation.
MNI152
8. Describe your procedure for artifact and structured noise removal.
To remove residual variance caused by head movements during the image acquisition, the movement parameters extracted in the realignment procedure were included as additional covariates. During fitting of the data, the time series were filtered with a high-pass filter of 128 s to remove artifacts due to cardio respiratory and other cyclical influences, and corrected for serial correlations.
9. Define your software and/or method and criteria for volume censoring, and state the extent of such censoring.
Outliers due to head movement or signal from preprocessed files, using thresholds of 3 SD from the mean, 0.75 mm for translation and 0.02 radians rotation, were removed from the data sets, using the ArtRepair software (Mazaika et al., 2009 ).
` Statistical modeling & inference 10 . Define your model type and settings. Subject-specific contrasts were estimated using a fixed-effects model. These contrast images were used to obtain subject-specific estimates for each effect.
11
. Specify the precise effect tested. The subject-specific estimates were entered for group analysis into a second-level analysis treating participants as a random effect, using onesample t-tests at each voxel.
12. Analysis a. Specify whether analysis is whole brain or ROI-based. Both whole brain and ROI analyses were used.
b. If ROI-based, describe how anatomical locations were determined.
We defined a separate contrast between all the visual stimulation trials (all trials containing stimuli) vs. background (Null trials). The resulting t-test contrasts were thresholded applying a family-wise error (FWE) correction with p < 0.05.
14. Describe the type of correction and how it is obtained for multiple comparisons.
FWE was used. 
